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I. SRAM news/announcement 

 Crossing Colorado 

Russell 

Finsterwald on the Colorado Trail. 

Just under 90 miles, and 12 hours, since I left the previous night’s camp, I reach my patch of dirt for the night. I’m 

soaked and hungry but prouder than ever for what I’ve accomplished thus far. I haven’t had cell service in over 

two days, I’ve seen more moose than people, but I have never felt so alive. After five dawn-to-dusk pushes, I’m a 

full day ahead of schedule, and have still two, possibly three, hearty days of traversing my way across the San 

Juan mountains to Durango. 

As I eat my dehydrated lasagna by the campfire under the light rain, I reflect on the five days of riding and the 

terrain I’ve covered. Prior to this trip on the Colorado Trail, the longest I’ve ridden my mountain bike was just 

over seven hours—and never had I done a mountain bike ride over 80 miles. My shortest day so far on this trip has 

been eight hours of actual moving time. I’m now 365 miles into the journey and have put in over 50,000 feet of 

climbing over the course of those five days. And, like any good adventure, not everything goes to plan.  
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Having SRAM XX1 Eagle™ was a huge advantage for this diverse and challenging terrain. Climbing up 

relentless climbs on a weighted bike meant plenty of time in the 32x50. On the opposite end, all that weight and 

it's momentum cruise the downhills. Several wilderness reroutes allowed me to put in some big mile days were I 

was thankful to have the range to keep pedaling on the fast fire road sections. 

Five days after deciding I was going to ride the Colorado Trail and a few rushed Amazon purchases, I set out on 

Day 1 with more ignorance than knowledge of what bike packing entailed. Learning to handle a bike fully loaded 

with gear came quickly and, to my surprise, the descending was quite a bit more fun than I’d imagined. I felt more 

connected to a trail than ever before. I rolled into Bailey, Colorado, after five hours of riding. At this point, most 

of my training rides would be finished. But, in order to reach my goal for the day, I still had more than 20 miles to 

ride. I knew I was going to be riding my bike a lot in order to make it to Durango in 8 days, but this is where it set 

in just how long each day was going to be. 

Eight hours later, I setup camp partway up Kenosha pass. I fell asleep listening to the pitter-patter of rain on the 

tent, coyotes howling in the night and elk bugling in the valley below. This solo adventure was going to push my 

comfort levels on many levels and sleeping alone in the night was one of those. Yet the sleep was amazing, and I 

woke up feeling excited and refreshed for Day 2. 

https://www.sram.com/sram/mountain/family/xx1-eagle
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I woke up that morning as excited as a kid on Christmas morning, knowing I was about to kick off the day with a 

2,700-foot descent from Kokomo Pass down to Camp Hale. Descending from above tree line under the warm 

morning sun on some pristine singletrack was a highlight of the trip. Day 3 detoured me away from the Colorado 

Trail due to it passing through some Wilderness areas. This meant a trip through Leadville, where I was able to 

eat my first real meal since starting the trip. I rode through some gorgeous aspen groves, up and down some 

challenging terrain and rolled into Buena Vista, my planned stop for the night. After downing a burger and shake 

I realized I had a few hours of sunlight left. I set out to knock out some more miles and was able to finish the day 

off with just over 100 miles, my biggest mountain bike ride ever. 
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Day 4 began with some harder than anticipated terrain. The climb out of Chalk Creek involved a good amount of 

hiking and the trail ahead was rocky and slow-going. I made it to the Highway 50 crossing point, and three miles 

up the road was my resupply point. I hitchhiked my way up—I didn’t want to climb three extra miles if I didn’t 

have to—got more food, dropped some stuff that I’d over-packed and set back out. 

I really enjoyed the diversity of the terrain on the Colorado Trail. From buffed-out trails, to bench-cut alpine 

singletrack, to drainages as lush as rainforests, to slow-going rocky terrain, it really has had it all. The climb up to 

the Continental Divide from Highway 50 follows Fooses Creek. I enjoyed this climb quite a bit with its mostly 

gentle grade and lush environment.  

 

 

The last half of the day began with a segment called Sargent’s Mesa where, I entered some of the most remote 

terrain of the trip. I didn’t see anybody the rest of the day and found another awesome campsite in a clearing close 

to tree line. The day was a big one, even though I only covered 58 miles. 
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The agenda for Day 5 involved a bit more than 11,000 feet of climbing, 30 miles of trail to start the day, followed 

by 56 miles on dirt roads to get around the La Garita Wilderness. I knew it was going to be a push but, if I made it, 

I would be a full day ahead of schedule. I knocked the trail out pretty quickly and arrived at the start of the 

Wilderness detour. Across the valley, I saw San Luis Peak standing tall amongst its neighboring mountains. To 

my dismay, it was also shadowed heavily by an afternoon thunderstorm that was surely headed my way. Sure 

enough, I quickly found myself pedaling through a heavy downpour. I rode my way through that storm only to see 

another one building, but this new one was also bringing an abundance of lightening with it. 

 

I’m not too fond of lightening, and when I passed the only house I’d seen for miles, I asked if I could come in and 

take shelter while this next storm passes. I was greeted by a couple of retired old timers who were spending their 

afternoon listening to music through the TV, watching the song name and artist bounce across the screen. The 

clock struck 5:00—their happy hour. Instead of taking up their offer to have a drink, I set out into the now clear 

skies hoping to get my remaining 18 miles in by nightfall. 

As I pushed my way up the never-ending Cebolla Pass, I saw another storm building. It was approaching 7:00 

p.m., raining again, and I was riding past many campsites. I could stop, but I had a finish line I wanted to reach. I 
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kept going, and finally rolled into camp drenched, tired, hungry but satisfied. That’s what this trip was all about 

for me: testing myself, pushing myself to new levels and feeling the thrill of adventure.  

Unfortunately, the rain doesn’t stop at any point throughout the night and next morning. I’d worked so hard to get 

myself a day ahead of schedule that, in my mind, there’s no way I’m not going to get out there today. I quickly 

realize how bad of a choice it is. In just three miles, my trip nearly comes to end. I encounter some gnarly peanut 

butter mud filled with rocks that makes my bike un-rideable and barely push-able. I know I can’t knock out the 

next 30 miles to Silverton with my bike like this so I only have one choice: hike back out and hitchhike to Lake 

City to get it cleaned up. After cleaning the bike, I discover that the mud has damaged it—most likely from me 

trying to ride it when I should’ve just stopped. I fix it as best I can, but I don’t feel that it’s smart to push on 

through the San Juans. 

My trip comes to a pause here on Day 6. I say a pause because I will be back to finish it. I’m planning to get out as 

soon as possible to complete those remaining segments but, for now, the Colorado Trail remains an unfinished 

piece of work for me. 

Initially, I was calling the trip a failure and was disappointed in myself for not making it. After a few days of 

reflection, I now realize it was far from a failure. The racer in me is accustomed to needing a finish line, but not 

everything in life needs one. An adventure is pushing into the unknown, testing your limits and finding 

excitement in all of it. This was by all means an adventure in my book and something I am now extremely proud 

of doing. I have a few things that I am pretty proud of on the bike, but the way I tackled this adventure tops it all 

in my mind. There’s something special about crossing Colorado—penetrating several mountain ranges, testing 

your comfort levels and pushing your body past exhaustion—that makes you feel so alive. 

Photos and words by Russell Finsterwald. 
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  2016 Pink Bike Awards-Component of the Year Winner 

The last few years have seen a flurry of frame design changes – everything from wheelsize to axle spacing has 

been tweaked in some way, sometimes to the vexation of riders who thought the bike they'd just bought would 

last at least a few seasons before being out of date. That onslaught of new standards may be part of the reason 

why 2016 was relatively quiet as far as radically different components go – the dust from all of those changes 

was still settling, which meant that this wasn't the year the pipe dream of a light, affordable, and efficient 

gearbox came to fruition, or that a completely pinch-flat resistant tire casing was developed. Maybe someday. 

 

There were still plenty of exciting and new products in the running for Component of the Year, though, and it 

was SRAM's Eagle 12-speed drivetrain, OneUp's drivetrain conversion kit, and Fox's Transfer dropper post that 

ended up as the final contenders. Without further ado, the winner is... 

 

The writing has been on the wall for some time now, but by all appearances SRAM's Eagle 12-speed drivetrain 

will be the final nail in the coffin for the front derailleur. With a 500% gear range, thanks to the 10-50 tooth 

spread of the rear cassette, any remaining reasons for running more than one chain ring up front have pretty 

much been squelched.  

 

Yes, the complete Eagle drivetrain is relatively expensive – after all, it's SRAM's flagship, highest end group – 

but the Eagle will be flying on 2017's hottest bikes, and it's surely a sign of things to come at a more attainable 

pricepoint. There's also the fact that SRAM's dedication to 1x drivetrains has created a thriving aftermarket 

accessory scene, with multiple small operations churning out conversion kits to allow riders to expand the range 

http://www.pinkbike.com/news/2016-pinkbike-awards-component-of-the-year.html
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of their existing drivetrains. Without SRAM taking the idea of a 50-tooth cassette cog mainstream, those 

smaller companies would be having a much more difficult time hawking their wares. The end result? Riders 

have loads of choices these days when it comes to ditching the front derailleur, which is a good thing.  

 

But let's not get too far off topic – it's time to shift the focus back to the Eagle drivetrain. The massive range is 

the biggest talking point, but as was mentioned in the long-term review, “it's the little things like the improved 

B-knuckle, the elimination of the narrow wide teeth on the derailleur's upper pulley wheel, and the revised 

chainring profile that help make this SRAM's best mountain bike drivetrain yet.” Those details serve to create a 

crisp shifting, very quiet drivetrain, one that can be called into action aboard everything from an XC race bike 

to an enduro machine. 

Pink bike Award link-Eagle   

http://www.pinkbike.com/news/2016-pinkbike-awards-component-of-the-year-winner.html 

 

http://www.pinkbike.com/news/sram-eagle-drivetrain-review-2016.html
http://www.pinkbike.com/news/2016-pinkbike-awards-component-of-the-year-winner.html
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Product information  

 ZIPP 454 NSW CARBON CLINCHER 

 

Zipp’s new 454 NSW Carbon Clincher is radical by design, evolutionary by nature. In the natural world, 

creatures are honed over generations to achieve a competitive edge within their environment. The result of this 

natural design process is adaptation − new shapes and forms that achieve a higher degree of efficiency and 

control. 

       

For the detail spec of ZIPP 454 NSW 

English -ZIPP  

Chinese- Sally Taiwan 

 

http://www.zipp.com/wheels/454-nsw-carbon-clincher---/
http://www.salloy.com.tw/salloy.asp?Page=product_detail&ID=3&CID=8&PID=864
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Zipp engineers had a radical idea: Design a wheel that’s not exactly round… at least not along its inner 

diameter where the spokes attach. They had a hunch undulating humps of carbon could improve aero efficiency 

and stability. 

That premise became reality in the form of the new 454 NSW Carbon Clincher, with its Sawtooth™ rim 

architecture featuring Hyperfoil™ nodes and Hexfin™ dimples. The four-year journey to get there was made 

possible by the engineers’ embrace of a design concept that looked to nature – specifically to humpback whale 

flippers – to develop the most innovative and highly efficient wheel in Zipp’s 28 year history. 

 

Zipp Advanced Development Director Michael Hall, back in his days working in motor sports, had seen 

undulating shapes on car airfoils and around sunroofs. He was eager to test a similar concept on bicycle wheels. 

His fellow Zipp engineers shared that curiosity, so they produced prototype wheels with unconventional 

up-and-down shaping along the inner diameter of the rim. The first results in the wind tunnel weren’t great. 

Hall’s team kept trying new shapes, yet the engineers still lacked a full understanding of how to evolve those 

undulating carbon humps. 
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That’s when “tubercles” and “biomimicry” first entered the Zipp engineering lexicon. 

Tubercles are small rounded projections on the surface of a plant or animal. Morse’ research on undulating shapes 

and fluid dynamics took him to academic studies of the effect of tubercles on the flippers of humpback whales. 

The introduction of one article in the journal Integrative and Comparative Biology read: “Humpback whales 

utilize extremely mobile, wing-like flippers for banking and turning. Large rounded tubercles along the leading 

edge of the flipper are morphological structures that are unique in nature.” 

 

Nature, of course, does many things extremely well. But how can that apply to bicycle wheels? The same article 

stated the potential of an approach to innovation known as biomimicry – looking to systems in nature to solve 

human challenges. “Nature is now being considered as the template for improving mechanical devices and 

operations, and developing whole new technologies,” wrote the study’s authors, which included noted 

biomimicry researcher Frank Fish of West Chester University in Pennsylvania. As it turns out, humpback whales, 

despite weighing 25-40 tons (22,000-36,000 kg), are nimble and acrobatic swimmers when it comes to corralling 

the krill they feed on thanks in large part to tubercles at the leading edge on their flippers. 

Zipp engineers had a new reference point for experimentation. Tubercles yielded design cues and inspiration, 

such as tubercle-like shapes being used to increase the efficiency of windmill blades. 

 

Zipp engineers tested and rejected 35 prototype rim designs before discovering the shape 
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Progress took time. The 454 NSW – its Hyperfoils refined from studying tubercles – was four years in 

development. It included 36 prototypes and 252 hours in the wind tunnel. Zipp engineers also used a wind 

sensor for on-road testing. The result is a wheelset with aerodynamic efficiency and crosswind stability that far 

surpasses conventionally shaped wheels. The result is a wheelset with aerodynamic efficiency and crosswind 

stability that far surpasses conventionally shaped wheels. For example, under the yaw angles in the most 

common riding conditions, the 454 NSW offers a 5 percent reduction in grams of delta side force. 

  

                                                                              Wind sensor 

When looking to nature to engineer speed, a dive-bombing falcon or sleek shark may immediately come to 

mind, not a hulking humpback whale. However, aero answers can be counterintuitive – a fact Zipp 

demonstrated in 2010 with the introduction of wider, more blunt rim shape with Firecrest wheels. Conventional 

wisdom held that the “V” shaped rim was faster. 

 

Zipp's advanced development team, from left, David Morse, Ruan Trouw, and Michael Hall. 
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 SRAM RED eTap WiFLi 

   

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

 WiFLi
™

 technology accommodates a wider gear range than a short-cage rear derailleur, including 

11-30t and 11-32t cassettes 

 Compatible with SRAM RED
®
 eTap

®
 Shift-Brake Controls 

 SRAM 11-speed compatible 

  32t maximum capacity (11-26t minimum)  

 Available Now! 
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III.Installation& maintenance 

 Road Shifter maintain  

While the DoubleTap shifter mechanism is incredibly durable—tough enough to bring home a truckload 

of cyclocross titles—regular maintenance is required to keep the shifter mechanism in top working 

order. Performing regular lubrication will ensure optimal performance and light shifter action. Proper 

maintenance can also breathe new life into contaminated shifter mechanisms that have become stiff or 

jammed. 

 

The first step in restoring proper function to your SRAM DoubleTap shifter is to replace shift cables and 

housing on a regular basis. Cables and housing should be replaced any time that shifting performance 

suffers or shifts require excessive hand effort to execute due to cable contamination. 

When replacing cables and housing does not fully restore the performance of your DoubleTap shifter, it 

is time to perform maintenance on the shifter mechanism. Often all that is required is to re-lube the 

shifter mechanism with common white lithium bearing grease. Spray lubricants might give acceptable 

short-term results in a CX pit, however they will gum up quickly and leave the mechanism even stickier 

than before. If spray lubes or chain oils are used in a pinch, always follow up later with a thorough 

cleaning and re-lube with white lithium bearing grease. Moreover, most spray lubricants are not 

compatible with HRD (Hydraulic Road Disc) brake lever seals and due to the close proximity of the shift 

components to the brake's seals there is a risk of contamination. Therefore spray lubricants should 

never be used in an HRD shifter.  
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To restore “good as new” shift performance complete the following steps. These steps can be 

performed with the shifter still attached to the handlebar, but in the example below we've removed the 

shifter from the bar for clarity. 

 Remove or roll the hood cover forward to expose the hatch cover screws as needed (shifter 

shown with hood cover removed for clarity) 

 

 

 Remove shifter mechanism hatch cover. The hatch prevents the shift lever from rotating far 

enough to damage the shift lever return spring, so do not rotate the shift lever more than 

about 45 degrees when the hatch is removed. 
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 Use soap and water solution and a toothbrush to remove old lubricant and contaminants. 

 

 

 Rinse out soap and water solution from shifter mechanism with water 

 Allow mechanism to dry. If you have an air compressor, blow out any remaining water with 

compressed air. 
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 Apply a light coat of white lithium bearing grease to mechanism (do not use a substitute 

grease) 

 

 Reinstall hatch and hood cover 

 

Following these simple procedures will keep your DoubleTap shifter in proper working order while 

extending its usable life.  
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 SRAM Road component frame compatibility 

Whether you are assembling a custom road, cross, or tri bike build, or even designing a new frame, SRAM wants 

to make the process as easy as possible. To facilitate this, SRAM provides frame specification information on its 

website to help ensure compatibility between your frameset and SRAM’s groupsets.  

Whatever the measurement is that you are looking for, chances are it’s available in one of our road Frame Fit 

Specifications documents. These documents not only help frame manufacturers to build bikes that will fit SRAM 

components, they help mechanics who are assembling a custom bike build where fitment dimensions are needed 

before parts are ordered. Knowing these specifications can save money and time spent test-fitting parts only to 

find that they don’t fit or function as intended.  

 

SRAM frame fit specifications can answer all of these questions and many more: 

— You are interested in specifying SRAM RED
®
 eTap

®
 on your new gravel bike build but want to see if the tires 

you’ve chosen will fit without interfering with the front derailleur.  

— You plan to install a SRAM Force 1 crank on your monstercross bike but aren’t sure if the crank arms will 

clear the chainstays.  

https://www.sram.com/service/sram/3,437
https://www.sram.com/service/sram/3,437
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— You are building the tri bike of your dreams and want to see how the SRAM RED eTap BlipBox™ will fit 

within your aerobar setup.  

Working within SRAM’s frame fit specifications also ensures optimal component performance. For example, 

SRAM prescribes minimum chainstay length requirements for all of its drivetrains. This makes sure riders have 

safe access to all gear combinations while experiencing the best shift performance possible.  

 

Find the dimensions you are looking for as well as service and user manuals for all of SRAM’s products on our 

service page.  

 

https://www.sram.com/service

